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Giant Himalayan Woolly Flying Squirrels

(Plate 53)

Squirrels come in all shapes and sizes. There are the small fluffy ones
that steal nuts from the bird-feeder in your garden. Then there are

squirrels four feet long from snout to tip of tail that can fly from one side of
a valley to the other. Am I serious? In August 2000, I was serious enough
to join a Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS) project and galvanise a group
of American climbers to travel to northern Pakistan in search of the animal.
Declared extinct in 1924, the giant Himalayan woolly flying squirrel
(Eupetaurus cinereus) created headline news with its rediscovery in 1996 by
mammal researcher, Peter Zahler. He found that small populations existed
in remote forested pockets at altitudes between 9,000ft and 13,OOOft south
of Gilgit district. It was our quest to see whether the animal existed in the
Gulrnit and Chalt valleys further north. Information we gathered would
help in co-ordinating strategies and funding effort with mountain com
munities for protection of their forests and this unusual animal.

Unlike your common or garden squirrel, the giant Himalayan woolly
flying squirrel is believed to live almost entirely on blue pine needles. It is
nocturnal, lying up in deep crevices or caves in cliffs during the day. Its
rediscovery and elevation to endangered status on international lists does
not assure its continued existence. With growing populations in the valleys,
its biggest threats are loss of forest from overgrazing by livestock and logging.

But in our four-week attempt to locate this animal we received a curious
form of help. The animal's fate, and its best chance of survival, is inextricably
linked to a crystalline urine-based product it produces called salajeet. This
is widely used in Pakistan, partly as a prophylactic for aches and pains, but
mostly as an aphrodisiac. Collected in lumps, it is refmed to an oily dark
liquid and sold in small vials. The prescribed use is three drops in a warm
glass of milk before bed. Within this cultural tale lies a whole industry.

Arriving in Gilgit we were introduced to members of the exclusive
workforce, the salajeet collectors - a thin wiry bunch who make a living by
climbing cliff faces to collect the stuff. It didn't take long for our pasty,
unacclimatised team to make an assessment on who would be the most
useful in this venture. These boys are super-athletes; one wonders if Alex
Lowe would have met his match. Born and bred in the mountains, you
barely see them break into a sweat as they ascend several thousand high
altitude feet in less than an hour. Difficult to spot in the same earth-tone
shalwar kamiz they would wear in their villages as crossing a glacier, they
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would scamper in plastic shoes across the worst type of loose, technical
climbing that would reduce most Western climbers to a nervous wreck.

Salajeet collectors work in groups of three to five people. Their tools are
simple. Occasionally they bring out the most frayed piece of rope to lower
one of their team over a particularly steep section of cliff to check out a
cave. They do this by tying the rope round their team member's waist and
then lowering him hand over hand. Belays were simply not part of the
equation, even if there was a tree or rock spike to hand. Within a few days
of meeting it became very clear that our best role would be to hand over
our ropes which I imagine will be used for a decade to come.

As a team of five US climbers and three salajeet collectors, we were wisely
given different valleys to cover to accommodate our super-athlete friends.
Daily surveys took us above glacier and moraine, sometimes to altitudes of
13,OOOft. You might think these places were devoid of wildlife, butthe alpine
pastures were lush with herbs and we often found fresh tracks of ibex. As
the designated climbing leader, I was always glad to see our team make it
out in one piece; a careless step could be fatal with nothing to stop you
rattling down a 1000-foot slope. At first we took a measure of climbing
gear but as the project progressed, we imitated our salajeet friends and
divested ourselves of almost everything, carrying just an 8.5mm coil.

Despite the salajeet team, our surveys yielded nothing more than aching
muscles, a desiccated skeleton and some fecal pellets. Peter Zahler seemed
satisfied enough since our research showed that the animals were not in
this region. The salajeet collectors shifted their focus to collect the equally
valuable deposits of the smaller and more common Kashmir squirrel that
gave them a price per kilogram return in the markets that exceeded most
salaried Pakistan schoolteachers. It's a fair-sized industry, and therein may
lie the key. There are over 300 salajeet collectors in the Gorabad region
returning income to their homes and villages. While sustainable forestry
projects may not seem a priority to some, this is a demonstrable link that
caring for these high elevation forests is key to sustaining their livelihood.

We never did get to see the squirrel. When you do this type of trip you
have to accept this as a possible outcome. In the year 2000, there were over
120 US expeditions of varying technicality to the Karakoram. It seemed
important that an animal as scarce as this, that lives in mountain areas so
popular with trekkers and climbers, should be the focus of a conservation
project. This field trip was a small venture by climbers to offer assistance
and raise awareness about what makes these mountain communities and
wildlife so special and deserving of protection efforts.
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53. A giant Himalayan woolly flying squirrel. (Mayoor Khan) (P48)
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